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	What is "problem solving"? The grat mathematican David Hilberd said that, in essence, probles are the life blood of mathematics, and Paul Halmos added a rider: that the complementary activity - theory building - provides the soul of the subject.
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Data Integration: The Relational Logic ApproachMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Data integration is a critical problem in our increasingly interconnected but inevitably heterogeneous world. There are numerous data sources available in organizational databases and on public information systems like the World Wide Web. Not surprisingly, the sources often use different vocabularies and different data structures, being...
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Donald Davidson on Action, Mind and Value (Logic in Asia: Studia Logica Library)Springer, 2020

	
		This book brings together a wide range of innovative reflections on the pivotal role that Davidson’s concept of agency plays in his later philosophy and its impact on his epistemology, his philosophy of language and mind, and his philosophy of values.  The authors critically assess central elements of Davidson’s program...
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Emerging Location Aware Broadband Wireless Ad Hoc NetworksSpringer, 2004
Emerging Location Aware Broadband Wireless Ad Hoc Networks is a compilation of new material on wireless networking and technology addressing several technical challenges in the field. The contributions are authored by distinguished experts who presented experimental results on their work at the recent International Symposium on...
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ActiveMQ in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	To this day, enterprise message queuing is a concept that is not well understood by
	most software developers. Commercial message-oriented middleware (MOM) did not
	help to encourage adoption of the process; most of the MOMs on the market were
	closed source, were costly to buy and support, and required trained system administrators
	for...
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Home Networking AnnoyancesO'Reilly, 2005
The beauty of a home network is that it can make life so  easy--what could be better than sharing an Internet connection so that everyone  can be online at the same time? With home networking you can move files from one  computer to another, share resources, print to a single printer or multiple  printers from any computer in the...
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E-Commerce: A Control and Security GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Once scoffed at during the dot.com year, the formerly staid, old, “brick and mortar” companies have now fully recognized and implemented the value of the Internet. Their new online infrastructure allows them to reach customers in new ways, open new markets, and reap new rewards. “Brick and mortar” is now “brick and...
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